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What motivates this paper?

Stylized fact 1: popularization of commodity indices (through index
swaps, ETFs, and ETNs) around the early 2000s (Tang and Xiong
2012); i.e., financialization of commodity markets.

Stylized fact 2: cross correlation between commodities increases.

Stylized fact 3: return autocorrelation of commodity indices turns
negative.

- Goal: establish causal relation between 1 and 2/3.
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What does this paper do (and find)?

1 News-based sentiment of other indexed commodities is positively
(negatively) associated with contemporaneous (subsequent) return
of commodities in the index.

- Impact stronger during periods of high index trading.

2 Negative autocorrelation is more pronounced during periods of high
index trading.

- Exploit the difference in commodities’ weights in two indices (GSCI
BCOM).
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Spillover effect of sentiment on commodity returns

Cross-predictability of news sentiment:

rit = β0 + β1Cnn.Sentimentit + θXit−1 + εit
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Spillover effect of sentiment on commodity returns

News or sentiment?

What about news sentiment of Commodity i itself?

- Should be a horse race between OwnSentiment and Cnn.Sentiment.
- Sentiments are likely to positively correlated across commodities.

Time-series variations vs. cross-sectional variations.

Statistical inference: current version uses Newey-West with 4 lags

- Likely insufficient to capture time-series dependence.
- Does not account for cross-sectional dependence.

Consider using VAR for a co-integrated processes of returns,
Cnn.Sentiment, and OwnSentiment?

- News momentum (Li, Jiang, and Wang 2019)
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Index exposure and return autocorrelation

Following Baltussen, Bekkum, and Da (2019):

(ri,trit−1)/2σ2
i = β0 + β1Abn.Indexingt−1 + θXi,t−1 + εit

- Risk adjustment.
- Why AR(1)? More formally select lag structure.
- Investment horizons.
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Index exposure and return autocorrelation

How is “abnormal index exposure” defined?

Abn.Indexingt =
Market Capidxt −Market Capidxt−1

Market Capallt

Why is it defined in changes rather than levels?
- Depend on institutions’ trading horizon.
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GSCI/BCOM portfolio returns

Commodities that are overweighted by the GSCI (relative to BCOM)
have more negative autocorrelation when GSCI trading is high.

The writing could be clearer to avoid confusion:

RGSCI
t =

N∑
j=1

ω̄GSCI
jt rjt

ω̄GSCI
jt = (OW GSCI

jy(t) − 1

N

N∑
j=1

OW GSCI )rGSCIt−1

The way ETF indexing defined may induce mechanical relation:

Abn. ETF Indexingit =
SHO i

t ∗ NAV i
t − SHO i

t−1 ∗ NAV i
t−1

MarketCapit

Difference on differences?

Relative ETF Indexingit = Abn. ETF Indexingit−Abn. ETF Indexingit−1
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Additional comments

Liquidity and market efficiency (Chordia, Roll, Subrahmanyam
2008).

- How is the liquidity of commodities?
- Did the financialization increase or decrease commodity liquidity?

Alternative measure for market efficiency

- For example, variance ratio tests.
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Beyond the paper: the bigger picture

Comment 1: real effects of commodity financialization?

Brogaard, Ringgenberg, and Sovich (2019) shows that firms relying
on index commodities make worse production decisions after the
financialization, potentially because of distorted signals.

This paper shows one particular source of non-informative trading:
spillover from other commodities in the index.

Could we examine how fundamental shocks to one commodity (e.g.,
oil & gas) affect real decisions of another commodity’s (e.g. Coffee)
producers?

Do returns of such types of firms become more correlated?
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Beyond the paper: the bigger picture

Comment 2: bright side of commodity financialization.

Convenience for broader investors to allocate assets in commodities.

Increase risk-bearing capital; Lower risk premium

- The return autocorrelation started off positive and large!

One puzzle: why negative autocorrelation at index level?

- Plot average autocorrelation of individual commodities vs.
autocorrelation of commodity index.
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To sum up

Very interesting paper on the cross- and auto-correlation of
commodity returns in relation to financialization.

Look forward to future iterations!
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